nasa (mod) silly, crazy, foolish, drunk, strange, stupid, weird
vt drive crazy, make weird
nasin n way, manner, custom, road, path, doctrine, system, method
nena n bump, nose, hill, mountain, button
ni (mod) this, that
nimi n word, name
noka n leg, foot
o sep O (vocative or imperative) interj hey! (calling somebody's attention)
oko [ocularist] n eye
olin n love
mod love
vt to love (a person)
ona n she, he, it, they
mod her, his, its, their
open vt open, turn on
pakala n blunder, accident, mistake, destruction, damage, breaking
vt screw up, botch, ruin, break, hurt, injure, damage, spoil, ruin
vi screw up, fall apart, break interj damn!
pali n activity, work, deed, project
mod active, work-related, operating, working
vt do, make, build, create
vi act, work, function
palisa n long, mostly hard object, e.g.
rod, stick, branch
pana vt give, put, send, place, release, emit, cause
n giving, transfer, exchange
pi sep of, belonging to
piilin [feeling] n feelings, emotion, heart
vi feel
vt feel, think, sense, touch
pimeja mod black, dark
n darkness, shadows
vt darken
pini n end, tip
mod completed, finished, past, done, ago
vt finish, close, end, turn off
pipi n bug, insect, spider
poka n side, hip, next to
prep in the accompaniment of, with
mod neighbouring
poki [box] n container, box, bowl, cup, glass
pona [bonus] n good, simplicity, positivity
mod good, simple, positive, nice, correct, right
pona n good, simplicity, positivity
mod good, simple, positive, nice, correct, right
ponten [bonus] interj great! good! thanks! OK!
vt improve, fix, repair, make good
Proto-Tok Pona
sama mod same, similar, equal, of equal status or position
prep like, as, seem
seli n fire, warmth, heat
mod hot, warm, cooked
vt heat, warm up, cook
selo n outside, surface, skin, shell, bark, shape, peel
seme oth what, which, wh- (question word)
sewi n high, up, above, top, over, on
mod superior, elevated, religious, formal
unu mod other, any, another, some, all
uni n sex, sexuality
uta n mouth
mod oral
utala n conflict, disharmony, competition, fight, war, battle, attack, blow, argument, physical or verbal violence
vt hit, strike, attack, compete against
walo [wall] n white thing or part, whiteness, lightness
wan [one] n unit, element, particle, part, piece
vt unite, make one
waso n bird, winged animal
wawa n energy, strength, power
mod energetic, strong, fierce, intense, sure, confident
vt strengthen, energize, empower
weka mod away, absent, missing
n absence
vt throw away, remove, get rid of
wile vt to want, need, wish, have to, must, will, should
n desire, need, will
mod necessary

Parts of Speech
n head noun
mod modifier (adjective or adverb)
sep separator
vt verb, transitive (normally used with e)
v vi verb, intransitive
interj interjection
prepos quasi-preposition
conj conjunction
kama compound verb preceded by kama
cont context word used before la
conj conjunction
oth special, other word
http://www.tokipona.org